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Abstract—In this paper we present StaTS, a precise static
data-race detection mechanism for Java. It analyzes applications
in four phases. The first one is a novel points-to analysis that
includes approximations of threads and execution contexts. The
second phase uses the graphs to compute which fields are accessed
by which threads, considering the locks held by the threads.
The third phase carries out a context-sensitive static happensbefore analysis to rule out accesses in execution contexts that
can never be executed in parallel. The final phase builds upon
the results of the first three to determine conflicting accesses and
report them to the user. Our proof-of-concept implementation
does not scale for large programs, which is why it can optionally
limit the number of points-to relations it considers, based on
sampling. Nevertheless, our evaluation shows that—even with
sampling enabled for large programs—StaTS detects more data
races than existing approaches. In terms of execution time, the
analysis without sampling takes in the order of seconds for
smaller programs. For larger ones and with sampling, analysis
takes minutes, thus being practically usable in nightly build
environments in all cases.
Index Terms—Debugging, Fault Prediction, Data Race Detection, Whole Program Analysis, Java.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As concurrency is an ever-growing aspect of modern computer programming, handling concurrency bugs efficiently is
crucial to allow developers focusing on the implementation of
software instead of spending most their time fixing it. Data
races [1] are a common type of bug that occur in concurrent
applications. They arise when two threads access the same
memory location, where at least one of them is writing, without enforcing an order between them. This can lead to nondeterministic behavior, depending on which access happens
first. A common approach to detect such bugs is static program
analysis [2]–[9]. Application code is traversed to identify
potentially conflicting accesses to the global state, i.e. static
and object fields. A key aspect of these analyses is constructing
so-called points-to graphs [10], [11], which determine the sets
of objects that may be referenced by each field or variable.
Note that, because the points-to analysis is static, the target
of a reference variable has to be overapproximated, i.e, a
reference can point to multiple objects at the same time. Two
statements are potentially in conflict if they access a field
or variable with overlapping sets of objects in the points-to
graph. Previous approaches [8], [12]–[16] and studies [17]
have shown that introducing context-sensitivity [15], [16] to
static analysis tools greatly enhances their precision at the cost
of scalability. In addition, some static data race detection tools
include a static happens-before analysis [6], [18], [19]. This

determines a partial order in which statements are executed and
reduces the number of false positives by ruling out potentially
conflicting accesses that cannot happen concurrently.
In this paper we present StaTS (Static Thread-Sensitive
Data Race Detection), a novel approach to static data race
detection. It combines all of the analysis techniques discussed
above and introduces the concept of thread-sensitivity to them.
Thread-sensitivity is an extension of context-sensitivity, where
execution contexts are additionally defined in terms of the
threads they are executed by. This leads to more fine-grained
analyses, because it lets us differentiate between executions of
the same method on the same object in different threads. Existing context-sensitive approaches only differentiate between
executions on different objects, disregarding the threads.
After presenting the general idea behind StaTS, we formally
define the semantics of our thread-sensitive analysis using a
top-down approach. We start with the definitions of the PointsTo Relation, and the set of Thread Accesses, each followed
by the definition of functions to compute them for a given
Java program. Afterwards, we define a static happens-before
analysis in terms of a function over thread accesses and
establish conditions for detecting conflicts. The introduction
of thread-sensitivity allows for two different conflict detection
approaches. The first is a precise mode, where parts of the
application state are determined in advance, meaning only
true data races are reported. The second is a lenient mode,
where accesses may be in conflict, depending on the run-time
state. This mode may report false data races, but potentially
identifies true races that the precise mode misses.
We provide a prototypical implementation of our approach,
which we evaluate in terms of precision as well as runtime performance when applied to common benchmark applications.
We were able to show that StaTS can achieve perfect precision
when using the precise conflict detection mode.
We found that our prototype can analyze smaller programs
of up to 10k lines of code in under a second. However,
for larger benchmarking applications—such as sunflow and
avrora [20]—it did not terminate within a reasonable time.
We introduce a sampling-based approach [21] for these applications, where the conflict detection only considers a randomly
selected points-to relations per node. Even with sampling
enabled, StaTS detected more conflicts than other approaches
in most runs. Execution times depend on the sample selection.
For large programs with up to 90k lines of code, it ranged from
5 to 20 minutes in most cases, with a maximum of 66 minutes,
which is still practical for use in nightly builds.

c l a s s Main {
p u b l i c s t a t i c v o i d main ( S t r i n g [ ] a r g s ) {
new S p i d e r ( ) . s t a r t ( ) ;
}}
class Spider {
p r i v a t e DownloadQueue q u e u e ;
private long l a s t ;
public void s t a r t ( ) {
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < C o n f i g . numThreads ; i ++) {
T h r e a d t = new T h r e a d ( t h i s , ”T” + ( i + 1 ) ) ;
t . start () ;
}}
public void run ( ) {
checkpointIfNeeded ()
/ / Download a s s i g n e d w e b s i t e f i l e s
}
private void checkpointIfNeeded ( ) {
▶
i f ( getTime ( ) − l a s t > Config . i n t e r v a l ) {
synchronized ( queue ) {
/ / Create checkpoint
▶
l a s t = getTime ( ) ;
}}}}
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Fig. 1. StaTS data race detection workflow.

II. S TATIC T HREAD -S ENSITIVE DATA R ACE D ETECTION

Our static thread-sensitive data race detection (StaTS) operates in four phases to identify data races in a given Java
application. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of StaTS.
Firstly, a Points-To Analysis is carried out. It generates a
points-to graph, which has local variables and abstract objects
as nodes, and reference values assigned to local variables and
fields as edges. Note that only assignments of non-primitive
values are considered, as the purpose of the points-to-graphs
is to depict how objects are interconnected. Usually abstract
objects approximate objects existing at run-time, i.e. one
abstract object generally represents a set of run-time objects.
We extend the approach proposed by Rountev, Milanova, and
Ryder [11] and introduce thread-sensitivity to abstract objects,
which leads to a finer grained abstraction. Thread-Sensitivity
is an extension of object-sensitivity [15], where not only
the object a method is invoked on is considered, but also
the thread that runs the code. This gives us the ability to
distinguish between objects created by the same statement in
different method invocations. Consequently, abstract objects in
our approach only represent a singular object at run-time. We
traverse all reachable statements from a user-selected main
method, and generate the points-to graph of its execution path
iteratively. Since later phases of the analysis need a call graph
as input, it is also generated during this first phase.
Secondly, we determine which fields are accessed by the
different threads and which locks are held when executing
synchronized code. Using the points-to graph as input, the
Thread Access Analysis calculates all thread accesses in the
execution path and returns a set of accesses. We conclude
this phase by removing access pairs from the list of potential
conflicts, if we can determine that the they occur within the
same thread or with common lock objects.
Thirdly, our approach utilizes a novel, thread- and controlflow-sensitive Static Happens-Before Analysis [6], [19] to
eliminate false positive conflicts. Given a potentially conflicting pair of accesses for the statements s1 and s2 , we try to
predetermine whether one will always be executed before the
other at run-time. Note, that the specific order in which they
are executed is not important in this context. If an execution
order for s1 and s2 can be established, the potential conflict
is a false positive and can be ruled out.

Listing 1. Example data race from WebLech.

Finally, the Conflict Detection combines the results of the
previous three phases to detect and report conflicting accesses.
StaTS offers the use of two modes: Precise and lenient.
Precise mode only reports data races where the conflicting
accesses are unambiguous, meaning they both access the exact
same abstract object and they do not share any common lock
objects. Lenient mode reports data races where a program state
exists in which two accesses are conflicting. The most notable
difference to precise mode is that the accesses can refer to
multiple abstract objects, as long as they share at least one
common target. The same logic applies to common lock objects. In essence, precise mode reports true positive conflicts by
under-approximating race conditions, while lenient mode overapproximates them and may report false positive conflicts.
A. Introduction of Running Example

To illustrate our approach, consider the code example in
Listing 1. It shows a simplified version of WebLech URL
Spider1 , a Java tool for downloading/mirroring websites. The
data race involves the unsynchronized field read on last in
line 18 and the synchronized field write in line 21. Whenever
a thread is started in line 11, it checks whether a new
checkpoint should be created. Since the reading access is
not synchronized, it is possible that multiple checkpoints are
created over a short period of time. This can happen if a
thread determines whether a checkpoint should be created,
while another is currently creating one and has not updated
the last field yet. Furthermore, the threads have to wait until
the lock object queue is available again, before they can start
generating the superfluous checkpoints.
When examining this code, our analysis first creates the
points-to graph shown in Figure 2. The nodes and edges of
the graph showcase one of the main novelties of our analysis.
Since they include the execution-context in which the points-to
1 See

http://weblech.sourceforge.net/.

Fig. 2. Points-to graph.

Read in t1 on spider.last without lock.
Write in t1 on spider.last with lock on queue.
Read in t2 on spider.last without lock.
Write in t1 on spider.last with lock on queue.
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via fields. Note that local variables can only be the source
of an edge, but never the target. We consider the execution
contexts for all edges, as well as the abstract objects. They
do not have to be considered for local variables, since the
contexts are implicitly modeled by their outgoing edges. The
advantage of this is that we do not have to add duplicate nodes
to the points-to graph that represent the same local variables
in different contexts.
We formalize the different components for building the
points-to graphs. Our definitions are based on the following
sets, assuming they are determined prior to the the analysis:
• S (statements)
• V (local variable declarations)
• F (field declarations)
+
• M ⊆V
× (V ∪ ϵ) × S + (methods)
+
+
• C ⊆F ×M
(classes)
Methods are defined as tuples of local variables, a return
value, and statements. We denote them as

Fig. 3. Reported accesses.

relations are created, we can later use them to decide whether
a conflict can actually happen at run-time.
It cannot be statically determined how many threads are
created during the execution of the loop. But assuming two
loop executions is sufficient to identify potential conflicts.
Hence, we assume that two different threads (thread1 ,
thread2 ) are assigned as the values of t, and add according
edges to the graph.2 The edges mean that the local variable
t points to thread1 and thread2 in the context of the
method start, executed on the object instance spider by
the main thread tmain . Both Thread objects are created in
this execution context as well.
Using the points-to graph, the thread accesses are calculated. The result is shown in Figure 3. Since both threads
share the same instance of Spider and both execute the
checkPointIfNeeded method, they potentially race for
reading/writing access on last.
Finally, the static-happens-before analysis lets us conclude
that no execution order can be determined for the access pairs
1 and 3, as well as 2 and 4. Both threads are created in the
exact same context and therefore are alive at the same time.
Since the accesses do not share common locks and use the
same instance field from different concurrent threads, they are
considered racing and reported as conflicts.
B. Points-To Analysis

We base our analysis on the work presented by Rountev,
Milanova, and Ryder [11], and extend it by introducing threadsensitive execution contexts. We define execution contexts as
a combination of a method, the abstract object on which the
method is executed, as well as the thread executing the method.
With this modification, the nodes and edges are thread- and
context-sensitive, meaning that two nodes can only be in
conflict with each other if they point to the same target node
from unrelated contexts in different threads. The goal of this
analysis is to generate a points-to graph where the nodes either
represent local variables in methods or abstract objects. The
edges model points-to relations between the nodes, i.e. from
a local variable to an object, or from one object to another
2 Simulating

more loop iterations is redundant, as it would only result in
additional conflicts being reported on the same statements, only differing from
already reported conflicts in the executing threads.

m := ((p1 , . . . , pi , v1 , . . . , vj ), ret, (s1 , . . . , sn ))

where the elements pi ∈ V represent its parameters, vj ∈ V
the local variables, and ret ∈ (V ∪ϵ) the method’s return value,
which we treat as an output variable. Since void methods do
not return values, we use ϵ as placeholders. By doing this,
we do not have to use different semantics for void and nonvoid methods. The elements si represent the implementation
of the method.
We now define the sets for the nodes and edges of the
points-to graphs. We use the set O to represent abstract objects
and CTX for execution contexts. Since we consider execution
contexts to determine where and when an abstract object may
be created, as well as determining which method was executed
on which abstract object by which thread, O and CTX are
mutually dependent and thus defined recursively. The initial
elements in O and CTX will be discussed later in this section.
As mentioned previously, we also consider the context for the
edges. Furthermore, we use the term allocation site to describe
statements in the code that create new objects, i.e. constructor
calls via new statements.
Definition 1 (Points-To Graph). Let A be the set of all
allocation sites and T ⊆ O the set of started threads in
an application. The set of abstract objects O and the set of
execution contexts CTX are defined as:
O ⊆ (A × C × CTX )

CTX ⊆ (O × M × T )

Relations are modeled using the sets EF , for relations between
objects, and EV , for relations between variables and objects:
EF ⊆ O × (F × CTX ) × O
EV ⊆ V × CTX × O
Let N := O ∪ V be the set of nodes and E := EF ∪ EV the
set of edges. We define the set of points-to graphs G as:
G ⊆ P(N ) × P(E)

In Java, the invoked method depends on the dynamic type of
the receiver object. As our abstract objects are characterized
by their creation site, their dynamic type is known. The
function lookup(m, o) is defined below, whereby mc is the
implementation of method m executed for a receiver of type
c according to Java’s dispatch semantics.
lookup : M × O → M
lookup(m, (a, c, ctx)) = mc
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We make additions to these sets to accommodate for essential concepts of the Java programming language:
a) Static Fields and Methods: In order to be able to
create points-to relations involving static fields, we add a
special abstract object to O for each class. The objects have
the form (ϵ, c, ϵ), where c ∈ C is the class containing the field.
They are also used in the execution contexts of static methods.
b) Main Thread: The main thread is not explicitly started
in the application itself. We use the abstract object of the
Thread class to represent it tmain := (ϵ, T hread, ϵ).
c) Initial Context: We create an initial context to bootstrap our analysis. Since multiple main methods may be
present, the starting point of the analysis has to be chosen by
the user. Assuming the method ms ∈ M in class cs ∈ C is selected, the initial context is ctxmain := ((ϵ, cs , ϵ), ms , tmain ).
d) Arrays: When an array access occurs, the index that
is accessed may be computed dynamically. We add the dummy
element ⋄ to F and handle array instructions pretending they
access the whole array at once.
C. Constructing the Points-To Graphs

We define the handle function to process application code
and construct the according points-to graph. Starting from a
user-selected main method, we traverse the code and modify
the graph depending on the encountered statements.

Definition 2 (Points-To Semantics). The handle function is
used to calculate the successor of the points-to graph g with
g := (N, E) ∈ G based on the semantics for statement s ∈ S
and context ctx ∈ CTX . handle is defined as:
handle : S × CTX × G → G

handle(s, ctx, g) = g ′

Where g ′ := (N ′ , E ′ ), with N ′ ⊇ N and E ′ ⊇ E, is the
successor graph of g.

The analysis adds new nodes and edges to existing pointsto graphs based on the statements encountered. Without the
loss of generality, we assume that the analyzed code is in
static single assignment form, i.e. interim results and return
values are stored to synthetic local variables3 . Furthermore,
assignments are implemented so that the right-hand side is
either a value, a constructor call, or a method invocation. The
following statements—where l, r ∈ V are local variables—
have to be considered since they affect the points-to graph:
1) Direct assignments: l = r
2) Field read: l = r.f
3) Field write: l.f = r
4) Array read: l = r[x]
5) Array write: l[x] = r
6) Method invocation: l = r.m(p1 , . . . , pk )4
7) Object creation: l = new C(p1 , . . . , pk )
8) Assignment with cast: l = (c)r
3 Our

proof-of-concept implementation simulates these assignments to synthetic variables without altering the code.
4 For void methods assume l is a synthetic variable.

Furthermore, we assume access to the helper methods class(o)
and isA(c1 , c2 ) to help determining class relations between
objects. class returns the compile-time class for a given object,
while isA determines how two classes are related:
class : O → C
class(o) = c

isA : C × C → true, f alse


true, if c1 = c2
isA(c1 , c2 ) = true, if c1 is a subclass of c2


false, otherwise

In order to process these statements incrementally, we need
to be able to resolve the already existing points-to relations
for a given node in a given context.

Definition 3 (Points-To Relations). We use the functions
ptsV and ptsF to resolve the points-to relations between the
different nodes. ptsV returns the objects a variable points to
in a given context, ptsF returns the objects a given field—
disregarding the context—refers to:
ptsV : P(E) × V × CT X → P(O)

ptsV (E, v, ctx) = {or | (v, ctx, or ) ∈ E}
ptsF : P(E) × O × F → P(O)

ptsF (E, of , f ) = {or | ∃ctx ∈ CT X : (of , (f, ctx), or ) ∈ E}

The context can be ignored when determining the points-to
relations of fields. Since they belong to an object, they are part
of the global state of the program and can be accessed from
any context as long as their owner object is alive. However, the
context will play a crucial role when determining the order in
which field accesses are executed. Next to the pts functions,
we need an additional one to calculate the effects of method
invocations on the points-to graph:
Definition 4. Let handles (ctx, g) := handle(s, ctx, g)
and m := (p1 , . . . , pk , v1 , . . . , vi , ret, s1 , . . . , sj ). We define
resolvep to calculate the effects of method invocations:
resolvep : O × M × V + × V × CT X × G → G
resolvep (or , m, r1 , . . . , rk , l, (mc , oc , tc ), (N, E)) =
handle(l = ret, (mc , oc , tc ), handlesj ◦ · · · ◦ handles1
◦ handlepk =vk ◦ · · · ◦ handlep1 =v1 ((m, or , tc ), (N, E))

handle(l = r, ctx, (N, E)) =
(N, E ∪ {(l, ctx, or ) | or ∈ P Tr })

(1)

where P Tr := ptsV (E, r, ctx)
handle(l = r.f, ctx, (N, E)) =
(N, E ∪ {(l, ctx, orf ) | or ∈ P Tr ∧ ∃orf ∈ P Trf })

(2)
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where P Tr := ptsV (E, r, ctx); P Trf := ptsF (E, or , f )
handle(l.f = r, ctx, (N, E)) =

Semantic definitions (6) and (7) handle method invocations.
In essence, they simulate a method dispatch and recursively
use the handle function to iterate over the statements of the
invoked method. For object creations (7), the created objects
are added to the points-to graph as nodes.
Static field accesses and method invocations are treated
analogously to their virtual counterparts, using the abstract
objects of their classes instead of instances. Since the number
of loop iterations cannot be statically determined, we assume
loops are executed twice, in order to detect conflicts between
loop iterations. This means two abstract objects are generated
per allocation site and statements in loops are handled twice.

(N, E ∪ {ol , (f, ctx), or ) | ol ∈ P Tl ∧ or ∈ P Tr })

(3)

where P Tl := ptsV (E, l, ctx); P Tr := ptsV (E, r, ctx)
handle(l = r[x], ctx, (N, E)) =
(N, E ∪ {(l, ctx, or⋄ ) | or ∈ P Tr ∧ or⋄ ∈ P T⋄ )})

(4)

where P Tr := ptsV (E, r, ctx); P T⋄ := ptsF (E, or , ⋄)
handle(l[x] = r, ctx, (N, E)) =
(N, E ∪ {(ol , (⋄, ctx), or ) | ol ∈ P Tl ∧ or ∈ P Tr })

(5)

where P Tl := ptsV (E, l, ctx); P Tr := ptsV (E, r, ctx)
handle(l = r.m(r1 , . . . , rk ), ctx, (N, E)) =
[
resolvep (or , mr , r1 , . . . , rk , l, ctx, (N, E))
(6)
or ∈P Tr

where P Tr := ptsV (E, r, ctx); mr = lookup(or , m)
handle(l = new ci (r1 , . . . , rk ), ctx, (N, E)) =
resolvep (oc , initc , r1 , . . . , rk , l, ctx, (N ∪ oc , E))

(7)

where oc := (ai , c, ctx)
handle(l = (c)r, ctx, (N, E)) =

(N, E ∪ {(l, ctx, or ) | or ∈ P Tr ∧ isA(cor , c)})

(8)

where P Tr := ptsV (E, r, ctx); cor := class(or )
Fig. 4. Semantics of the handle function.

When resolving a method call, the arguments r1 , . . . , rk
are assigned to the method’s parameters p1 , . . . , pk and each
statement of the method is handled. Afterwards, the invocation
is concluded by assigning the return value to l. For simplicity,
we assume the return values of constructors are the objects
they create. The statements of the resolved method are handled
in a different context, since they are executed in m, not mc .
Using resolvep and the pts functions, we define the semantics for handle based on the set of Java statements mentioned
earlier in this section5 . The full semantic definition is shown in
Fig. 4. In definition (7) ai is the allocation site associated with
the new operator for ci , initc is the according constructor.
Most semantic definitions only add new edges to the pointsto graph. The general idea is to resolve the existing points-to
relations of the right-hand side of the expression and add them
to the local variable or object on the left-hand side. A special
case occurs when a class cast is used before an assignment
statement (8). We leverage typing relationships to only transfer
points-to relations from the right-hand to the left-hand side if
the cast is valid for the referenced abstract object’s type.
5 For two graphs g := (N , E ), g := (N , E ) we define the union
1
1
1
2
2
2
operator so that g1 ∪ g2 := (N1 ∪ N2 , E1 ∪ E2 )

D. Thread Access Analysis

We use the points-to graph to carry out the thread access
analysis. The goal is to determine whether two events executed
in different threads might affect each other. To calculate thread
accesses, the following statements have to be considered, since
they interact with the global state of an application:
1) Field read: l = r.f
2) Field write: l.f = r
3) Array read: l = r[x]
4) Array write: l[x] = r
5) Method invocation: l = r.m(p1 , . . . , pk )
6) Synchronized blocks: synchronized(r){s1 , . . . , sn }
7) Object creation: l = new C(p1 , . . . , pk )
A thread access consists of a set of abstract objects, a field,
the access type (read/write), the objects the access might hold
as a lock, and the executing thread. Locks are handled as sets
of objects and consequently the set of all locks is a set of
sets of objects. The distinction between lock sets will become
relevant for the conflict detection in the last phase of the
analysis. As mentioned earlier, local variables can refer to
multiple objects, thus we have to consider all of them when a
relevant statement is encountered.
Definition 5 (Thread Access). Let L ⊆ P(O) be the set of
lock objects. We define X , the set of thread accesses as:
X ⊆ P(O) × F × {read, write} × P(L) × T

A thread access x = (objects, f ield, type, locks, thread) is
a tuple consisting of a set of objects, the field that is accessed,
the type of the access, a set of possible locks—where a lock
is a set of objects—and the thread that executes the access.
Definition 6 (Access Semantics). We define the access function that returns a set of thread accesses X ∈ P(X ) for
a statement s ∈ S, the context ctx ∈ CTX it is executed
in, a points-to graph (N, E) ∈ G and a set of active locks
L ∈ P(L):
access : S × CT X × G × P(L) → P(X )
access(s, ctx, (N, E), L) = X
Again, we need an additional function to process method
invocations. In contrast to resolvep we do not have to consider
the bindings of the method’s arguments and its return value
as they are already accounted for in the points-to graph.

Definition 7. Let m := (. . . , s1 , . . . , sn ) be a method that
is invoked in the analyzed code and needs to be resolved
for further analysis. We define resolvex to calculate the field
accesses in invocations in m:
resolvex : O × M × CT X × G × P(L) → P(X)

{(P Tr , f, read, L, tc )}

(1)

where P Tr := ptsV (E, r, ctx)
access(l.f = r, (oc , mc , tc ), (N, E), L) =
{(P Tl , f, write, L, tc )}

(2)

where P Tl := ptsV (E, l, ctx)
access(l = r[x], (oc , mc , tc ), (N, E), L) =
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resolvex (oi , m, (oc , mc , tc ), (N, E), L) =
[
access(si , (oi , m, tc ), (N, E), L)

access(l = r.f, (oc , mc , tc ), (N, E), L) =

i∈{1,...,n}

Similar to the resolvep function, resolvex simulates a
context switch by changing the abstract object and method
in the execution context for the statements in m.
With the use of resolvex , we define the semantics of
access for method invocations, field and array accesses. We
assume access to the helper function isSync(m), which
returns whether a method is synchronized. Figure 5 shows
the full semantic definition for all statements that are relevant
for the thread access analysis. We assume ctx := (oc , mc , tc )
is current execution context.
Most of the semantic definitions simply return a singular
access tuple that contains all objects the accessed field may
belong to. For method invocations (5), synchronized blocks
(6), and constructor calls (7), the access sets for all their
statements are returned. If an invoked method is synchronized,
the receiver object is considered locked for all statements in
the method. For synchronized blocks, all objects referenced
by the variable have to be considered locked.
E. Static Happens-Before Analysis

Using the call graph and the access sets, we can try to
determine the execution order between potentially conflicting
accesses using a static happens-before analysis. In this analysis, the exact order in which the accesses are executed is not
important, it thus can be simplified.

Definition 8 (Static Happens-Before Relation). We define shb
as the function that returns whether the execution order of
two accesses x1 , x2 ∈ X can be determined. Let x1 :=
(s1 , (o, m1 , t1 ), g1 , l1 ), and x2 := (s2 , (o, m2 , t2 ), g2 , l2 ). Assuming s1 and s2 are field accesses on the same static or
instance field:
shb : X × X → {true, f alse}

true, if t1 = t2





true, if t1 starts t2 and




s1 is executed before the start
shb(x1 , x2 ) =

true, if t2 starts t1 and





s2 is executed before the start



false, otherwise

In the trivial case the statements of both accesses belong to
the same scope and are executed by the same thread. Their
happens-before relation is determined by their bytecode order.
The more complex case occurs when the accesses are
executed by different threads. In this case the call graph needs
to be searched for the start events of their respective threads, as

{(P Tr , ⋄, read, L, tc )}

(3)

where P Tr := ptsV (E, r, (oc , mc , tc ))
access(l[x] = r, (oc , mc , tc ), (N, E), L) =
{(P Tl , ⋄, write, L, tc )}

(4)

where P Tl := ptsV (E, l, (oc , mc , tc ))
access(l = r.m(p1 , . . . , pk ), ctx, (N, E), L) =

resolvex (or , mr , ctx, (N, E), L ∪ {{or }}),
[ 
if mr is synchronized

or ∈P Tr resolve (o , m , ctx, (N, E), L), otherwise
x r
r
where P Tr := ptsV (E, r, ctx); mr := lookup(m, or )

(5)
access(synchronized(r){s1 , . . . , sn }, ctx, (N, E), L) =
[
access(si , ctx, (N, E), L ∪ P Tr )
i∈{1,...,n}

where P Tr {ptsV (E, r, ctx)}

(6)

access(l = new c(p1 , . . . , pk ), ctx, G, L) =
resolvex (on , initc , ctx, G, L)

(7)

where on := (ai , c, ctx)

Fig. 5. Semantics of the access function.

well as the execution contexts, and the statements themselves.
We can establish the execution order of an access pair if they
are either executed by the same thread, or one thread starts
the other and one of the accesses is executed before said start.
The execution order of statements across multiple loop
iterations is not always clear. For example, the instructions of a
nested if statement cannot be ordered in relation to the other
statements, since they might not be executed in all iterations.
Consequently, we cannot determine happens-before relations
for them.
F. Analyzing the Running Example

To revisit the example introduced in Listing 1 at the
beginning of this Section, we showcase how the simplified
WebLech code snippet can be analyzed using StaTS.
The user selects the main method and the points-to graph
Ga shown in Figure 2 is generated. This is done by applying
the handle function to all statements in the method:
Ga =handlet2 =t1 .start()
◦handlet1 =new

Spider() (ctxs , (N0 , ∅))

Spider . l a s t
−Access C o n f l i c t 1
thread1
[ Spider ] private void
i f ( getTime ( ) − l a s t
thread2
[ Spider ] private void
l a s t = getTime ( ) ;
−Access C o n f l i c t 2
thread1
[ Spider ] private void
l a s t = getTime ( ) ;
thread2
[ Spider ] private void
i f ( getTime ( ) − l a s t

checkpointIfNeeded ()
> Config . i n t e r v a l )
checkpointIfNeeded ()

checkpointIfNeeded ()
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N0 is the initial set of nodes for the application, containing the
abstract objects for each class, as well as the local variables in
all methods. Note that t1 and t2 are synthetic variables used to
store the interim results of the statements. Java uses an operand
stack to hold interim results of expressions. By introducing
synthetic variables we do not have to simulate the stack during
analysis, resulting in a more streamlined, simplified approach.
Afterwards the access function can be used to determine
the thread accesses presented in Figure 3:
Xa =accesst2 =t1 .start()
◦accesst1 =new

Spider() (ctxs , Ga , ∅)

checkpointIfNeeded ()
> Config . i n t e r v a l )

={a1 : (spider, Spider.last, read, ∅, thread1 ),

Fig. 6. Reported data race on Spider.last.

a2 : (spider, Spider.last, write, {queue}, thread1 ),
a3 : (spider, Spider.last, read, ∅, thread2 ),

a4 : (spider, Spider.last, write, {queue}, thread2 )}

Using the call graph and thread accesses, the static happensbefore analysis checks the accesses that target the same field
by pairs to try determining an execution order between them:
shb(a1 , a2 ) = true

shb(a1 , a3 ) = f alse
shb(a2 , a3 ) = f alse
shb(a2 , a4 ) = f alse
shb(a3 , a4 ) = true

G. Conflict Detection Mechanism

We can now use our analysis results to determine whether
these accesses are in conflict with each other. Two accesses
are in conflict, if all of the five following conditions apply:
1) Both target the same field.
2) At least one of them is writing.
3) They are executed by different threads.
4) They are not protected by a common lock object.
5) Their execution order cannot be determined.
Conditions 1 to 4 are determined by the points-to and access
analyses, condition 5 using the happens-before relations.
Since a variable or field can represent multiple abstract objects, the precision of the conflict analysis may vary depending
on how overloaded they are. A conflict might be reported even
though it will never occur during execution. To account for
this, our analysis supports two modes: Precise and lenient.
Both of them are based on the conditions presented above,
however they implement conditions 1 and 4 in different ways.

Definition 9.1 (Precise Conflict Detection). Let x1 , x2 ∈ X be
two accesses, with x1 ̸= x2 , x1 := (s1 , obj1 , f1 , type1 , L1 , t1 )
and x2 := (s2 , obj2 , f2 , type2 , L2 , t2 ). x1 and x2 are in conflict if the following predicates are fulfilled:
1) |obj1 | = 1 ∧ |obj2 | = 1 ∧ obj1 = obj2 ∧ f1 = f2
2) t1 ̸= t2
3) type1 = write ∨ type2 = write
4) ∀l1 ∈ L1 , l2 ∈ L2 : l1 ∩ l2 = ∅
5) shb(x1 , x2 ) = f alse

Definition 9.2 (Lenient Conflict Detection). x1 and x2 may
be in conflict if the following predicates are fulfilled:
1) obj1 ∩ obj2 ̸= ∅ ∧ f1 = f2
2) t1 ̸= t2
3) type1 = write ∨ type2 = write
4) ∃l1 ∈ L1 , l2 ∈ L2 : l1 ∩ l2 = ∅
5) shb(x1 , x2 ) = f alse

Conflicts in precise mode are definitive, because both accesses happen on the exact same static or instance field.
Because there are no common locks they might be executed
concurrently. This mode is designed to achieve increased
precision, at the risk of decreased recall.
Lenient mode detects at least the same conflicts as precise
mode. Additional alerts indicate that a scenario exists where
the statements involved in a conflict access the same static or
instance field without a common lock. This can lead to an
increased recall at the risk of decreased precision.
In our example, both modes determine that the accesses
a1 and a4 , as well as a2 and a3 are racing, because these
pairs fulfill all five data race conditions. Note that, while the
exection order of accesses a2 and a4 cannot be established,
both of them are reading accesses. They do not affect each
other and thus are not reported as conflicting. The reports
of both modes are identical, because the points-to graph Ga
is unambiguous. The detected racing pairs access the same
field, so they are summarized and reported as one data race
on the field Spider.last. Figure 6 shows the report StaTS
presents to the user.
III. E VALUATION

We implemented an Eclipse plugin as a proof-of-concept.
Our main goal is to evaluate the precision6 of StaTS compared
to RacerD [2]. Note that for static analysis a true positive
indicates that there exists a thread schedule in which the
reported data race occurs. However, this schedule does not
necessarily happen in each execution. There are two important
differences in the way StaTS and RacerD analyze applications
and report conflicts:
6 Recall

cannot be measured, as the total number of data races is unknown.

TABLE I
B ENCHMARK APPLICATION CODE METRICS .
Benchmark

LOC

#Classes

#Interfaces

Petablox

elevator
sor
tsp
weblech
avrora
sunflow

334
7176
446
1309
91025
24721

5
112
4
11
1787
260

0
12
0
1
83
22

#Methods
23
936
17
92
9011
1814

Precise Mode
Benchmark
elevator
sor
tsp
weblech

Lenient Mode

Alerts

Fields

Alerts

Fields

Precision

Time

0
10
4
5

0
2
3
4

8
10
12
5

4
2
9
4

- / 0%
100%
100%
100%

0.4s
1.9s
0.4s
0.9s
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TABLE II
S TATS RESULTS FOR THE P ETABLOX BENCHMARKS .

DaCapo

StaTS starts the analysis at a given main method and
considers all statements that are reachable from it, i.e. it
is control-flow- and context-sensitive. In contrast, RacerD
is compositional, meaning that ”the analysis result of a
composite program can be obtained from the results of
its parts” [2]. Users explicitly state the classes to inspect,
which are then analyzed without considering the context
they are used in. Context-sensitive program analysis leads
to more precise results at the cost of scalability, while
compositional analysis leads to better scalability at the
cost of precision. In order to make the results of both
tools more comparable, we take note of all classes that are
traversed by StaTS and pass them to RacerD for analysis.
• StaTS reports conflicting accesses from two different
contexts. This includes at least one writing access and
multiple other accesses racing with this write. Contrarily,
RacerD reports problematic statements either because of
unprotected writes or read/write races, i.e. only up to two
accesses are reported as conflicting at once. This means
that multiple alerts reported by RacerD can correspond
to a single alert reported by StaTS and vice versa.
We also tried to gather results for SWORD [6], however it is
no longer maintained and we were unable to reproduce the
findings presented by the authors. Therefore no comparison
between StaTS and SWORD can be provided. We analyze a
selection of applications from the DaCapo [20] and Petablox7
benchmarks. Their relevant metrics are shown in Table I.
We calculated these metrics using SourceMeter [22]. All
measurements are performed on an AMD Ryzen 7 1700 @
3.0 GHz system with 32 GB RAM running Ubuntu 20.04.

TABLE III
R ACER D RESULTS FOR THE P ETABLOX BENCHMARKS .

•

A. Petablox Benchmarks

Tables II and III show the results for the Petablox benchmarks. The times are the average execution times of five runs.
The ’matching alerts’ column in Table III shows the number of
alerts reported by RacerD that were also reported as conflicting
by StaTS.
The soundness of conflicts reported in precise mode is
guaranteed because of the unambiguous points-to graph, i.e.
parts of the application’s run-time state can be predicted. The
alerts reported in this mode are all true positives, resulting in
a precision of 100%. We manually analyzed the conflicts only
7 See

https://github.com/petablox/petablox-bench.

Benchmark
elevator
sor
tsp
weblech

Alerts

Fields

Matching Alerts

Precision

Time

0
0
4
8

0
0
2
4

0
0
3
6

75%
75%

0.1s
0.3s
0.1s
0.1s

reported by RacerD and found that they are false positives.
The execution times of StaTS and RacerD are comparable,
making StaTS viable for live analysis of smaller applications.
The conflicts reported by the different modes of StaTS exactly
match for sor and weblech. For elevator, the additional alerts
in lenient mode are all false positives. The additional alerts
reported for tsp are all true positives. As mentioned earlier,
lenient mode constitutes a trade-off between precision and
recall. There was no significant execution time difference
between both modes.
B. DaCapo Benchmarks

Scalability issues arise for larger benchmarks, such as avrora
and sunflow. This is because for multiple points-to relations
with the same source, an alternative execution path has to be
considered for each relation when a method is invoked on the
referenced objects. This results in an exponential increase of
the search space during the graph construction. Because of
this, we introduce a sampling-based strategy to our prototype,
where only a defined number of points-to edges—chosen
randomly—is traversed for each object. We found that a limit
of 3 sampled edges achieves the best results at reasonable
execution times. For example, increasing the sampling size to
4 raised the analysis time of sunflow to 4 hours, however it
did not report additional conflicts.
While random traversal leads to varying results, we observed that this still results in more reported conflicts for most
runs compared to RacerD. Tables IV and V show the results
of 10 successful analysis runs for avrora and sunflow8 .
RacerD reported 71 alerts on 24 fields, at an average
execution time of 2.7s for avrora. For sunflow it reported 45
alerts on 29 fields, at an average of 1.6s. However, RacerD
and StaTS did not report any common data races.
8 Because of the random selection, some runs reported no conflicts. We
repeated those.

TABLE IV
S TATS RESULTS FOR AVRORA .
Precise Mode
Alerts Fields
115
34
8
89
62
48
110
86
102
8

234
110
8
188
134
153
235
187
214
8

120
39
8
97
67
53
118
91
110
8

Time
1517.6s
97.7s
12.1s
1121.5s
147.8s
354.7s
366.3s
1061.9s
1514.5s
16.1s
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198
83
8
151
114
118
194
156
174
8

Lenient Mode
Alerts
Fields

sensitivity9 [8], [23]–[27] which is usually used as a means
to improve the precision of points-to analyses at the cost of
scalability. More recent approaches, such as D4 [7], RacerD
[2], and SWORD [6] forgo this feature in order to achieve
better scalability when examining large applications. While
D4 and SWORD still use a points-to analysis, albeit contextinsensitive, RacerD omits this technique altogether in favor of
a much cheaper ownership analysis. In contrast to a traditional
points-to analysis, where we try to find accesses that might
access the same memory address, ownership analysis tries to
identify accesses that are clearly safe by checking if the access
to a memory address is exclusive to a statement.
The second concept is control-flow-sensitivity [24]–[26]. It
is typically used to statically resolve function pointers [25]
or lock aquisitions [26] when analyzing applications written
in C, resulting in fewer false positive alerts. Again, it trades
precision for scalability [8], and to our knowledge there are
no other static data race detection approaches for Java that
utilize this. However, it is a commonly used in the context of
model-checking-based approaches [28], [29].
As shown in our evaluation, precise data race detection
significantly impacts performance. There are two well combinable approaches to compensating this drawback. The first
is reducing the search space that the analysis has to handle, for
example by only considering specific parts of an application,
such as methods [2], or analyzing the applications in a layered
fashion [7], [19], [23]. Alternatively change-awareness can be
introduced to the analysis, so only code changes are considered
after the first run [19]. Another solution for reducing the search
space—and the one we chose for our approach—is to omit
statements from the points-to graph that are not reachable from
a selected fix point, such as a main method [8], [30].
The second approach is to incorporate developer feedback
into the analysis. This is often done by using annotations
[2], [11], such as @ThreadSafe or @GuardedBy. While
this requires additional work by developers, it helps guide the
analysis and significantly improves performance.
Similar to StaTS, some approaches consider thread interleaving to improve precision. This can be done via static
happens-before (SHB) [6], [7], [18], [19] or may-happen-inparallel (MHP) analysis [8], [31]–[33]. The main difference
is that SHB usually aims to eliminate possible conflict candidates, while MHP aims to identify them.
For further work on fault localization we refer to the
extensive survey by Wong, Gao, Li, Abrea and Wotawa [34].

TABLE V
S TATS RESULTS FOR SUNFLOW.

Precise Mode
Alerts Fields
73
29
85
21
29
90
29
18
34
24

9
6
13
6
5
8
6
6
18
8

Lenient Mode
Alerts
Fields
165
123
191
27
151
184
156
24
126
39

15
9
17
6
11
15
9
33
38
8

Time

3955.2s
326.7s
1464.1s
557.9s
333.9s
2506.5s
581.6s
45.6s
1260.6s
68.8s

Execution times for StaTS vary depending on the sampled
points-to relations and range from 12 seconds to 66 minutes.
This means that for large-scale projects StaTS is too slow to be
used in an IDE, but fast enough to be used as part of a nightly
build cycle. We randomly checked some of the reported alerts
in both modes and found that all alerts reported in precise
mode are true positives. The alerts only reported in lenient
mode showed comparable amounts of true and false positives.
Furthermore, the different runs seem to form clusters with
similar numbers of reported conflicts. This suggests that there
are hotspot nodes in the points-to graph that heavily influence
the results of the analysis. If it is possible to determine these
nodes, future research can yield an opportunity to achieve
more consistent results, for example by dynamically increasing
the sampling rate when encountering a hotspot.
In combination with the better performance of RacerD,
our results suggest that both approaches are complementary.
RacerD provides instantaneous—albeit less precise—data race
detection for live analysis in an IDE, while StaTS offers a
precise race detection best suited for analyzing nightly builds.
IV. R ELATED W ORK

The different phases of StaTS heavily rely on two concepts,
which typically have to be considered when designing a
static code analysis approach. The first concept is context-

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this work we presented a novel static data race detection
approach for Java. In contrast to other approaches, StaTS
takes threads and execution contexts into consideration for the
construction of points-to graphs. This allows us to introduce
an additional thread access detection phase to the analysis
and make our SHB analysis thread-sensitive, thus achieving
a high precision. However, scalability issues arise for larger
9 Also

known as object-sensitivity [15] for object-oriented languages.
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ACM SIGPLAN 2004 conference on Programming Language Design
and Implementation, 2004, pp. 131–144.
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applications, forcing us to fall back to sampling a set amount
of points-to edges while traversing the points-to graph. However, even with sampling activated, StaTS detected more race
conditions than other approaches in most runs.
In future work, we plan to investigate different options to
increase the performance of StaTS. A possible approach is to
split the points-to analysis into two stages, considering threads
only after constructing an initial points-to graph. This could
be used in unison with annotations provided by developers to
help further reducing the search space of the analysis.
Additionally, we would like to perform a more in-depth
evaluation of larger applications. A key interest is whether it
is possible to identify sampling-hotspots, where increasing the
sample rate would increase the recall of StaTS with as little
impact to the performance as possible.
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